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Lin Yi wiped the blood from his mouth. This was the first time he’d encountered a battle like this, and he 

was extremely frustrated! He wasn’t even this careful when he was protecting Chu Mengyao, Chen 

Yushu, Xu Shihan, or Cheng Yiyi! 

After all, Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu, and the others could run at any other time, but han xiaopo couldn 

‘T. He had to stay on the stage. As long as he ran out of the ring’s range, it was equivalent to admitting 

defeat. In order to prevent han xiaopo from being kicked out of the stage, Lin Yi had to keep protecting 

him. 

“How is it? Lin Yi, it doesn’t feel good to fight against a Spirit Wolf, does it?” Wo jindao laughed when he 

saw Lin Yi spit out blood again,”My Spirit Wolf has iron bones and muscles-it’s one of the best attack-

type spirit beasts, and it’s not weak even against Sky Class early phase Masters! Wahaha, Lin Yi, if you 

still don’t admit defeat, then you’ll be dead!” 

Wo jindao couldn’t be blamed for being arrogant. There weren’t many young disciples like him who 

could form a contract with this kind of Battle Spirit beast. Moreover, his spirit beast was the best of the 

best, so he was naturally very confident when facing an enemy! 

Besides, Lin Yi was being talked about as a God-how strong was he? how could wo jindao not be full of 

confidence when he found out that he could only get beaten up in the arena? 

Lin Yi frowned and didn’t say anything. He was thinking about the value of this battle. He glanced at the 

elders and sect leaders below the stage. He saw their gloating eyes and knew that if he admitted defeat, 

the fear these elders had for him would disappear! 

So Lin Yi gritted his teeth and decided that he’d hold on no matter what-he’d only admit defeat if he 

really couldn ‘t. 

“It doesn’t matter, let’s see if your Spirit Wolf dies first or I die first …” Lin Yi took advantage of the 

moment wo jindao spoke to speed up his practitioner’s Arts and heal his injuries. 

“Spirit Wolf, this time you pretend to attack Lin Yi, but actually attack han xiaopo. I’ll attack Lin Yi!” Wo 

jindao pondered for a moment and decided to change his strategy, but he was speaking in a language 

that only spirit wolves could understand. Lin Yi naturally didn’t understand. 

Wo jindao’s plan this time was for Lin Yi to receive his fist with his back, and Lin Yi to stand still and block 

it! The spirit Wolf was attacking han xiaopo, so it was impossible for Lin Yi to fight the spirit Wolf head-

on! 

After all, the spirit Wolf’s target this time was not Lin Yi but han xiaopo, so it couldn’t go for Lin Yi! 

Lin Yi didn’t understand what vol ‘Jin was saying, but he felt the Jade’s signal change after the attack. His 

heart skipped a beat-was the weapon coming for him? 



When he looked at the spirit Wolf again, it was indeed charging towards han xiaopo! So Lin Yi made a 

quick decision and turned around, blocking han xiaopo’s back, letting the spirit Wolf pounce on him! 

Wo jindao was surprised to see Lin Yi turn around, but his fists didn’t stop! He wasn’t a Spirit Wolf, so his 

thinking wasn’t as rigid as a Spirit Wolf ‘s. Seeing Lin Yi block the spirit Wolf, the vol’ Jin blade 

immediately changed its target and attacked han xiaopo! 

Lin Yi saw the situation as well and pushed han xiaopo away. He then threw the first style of the wild fire 

Fist at wo jindao! 

Vol ‘Jin blade had already made his move, and it was impossible for him to change his target anymore. 

He decided to meet Lin Yi’s first style of the wild fire Fist head on! 

“Pfft …” Vol ‘Jin Dao’s physical fitness was not as strong as the spirit Wolf’ S. Just the first form of the 

wild fire Fist was enough to make him vomit blood! He mainly relied on the cooperation between man 

and beast in battle, and he was much weaker by himself. 

At the same time, the spirit Wolf crashed into Lin Yi’s back, and with a loud bang, Lin Yi’s internal organs 

were all messed up! 

“Ahem …” Lin Yi realized that taking a hit from the spirit Wolf was a lot more serious than a strike from 

vol ‘Jin. The spirit Wolf’s attack power wasn’t any weaker than the earth Class black-clothed man he met 

the other day. Although it was much weaker than the resistance match, it was already a bit too much for 

the injured Lin Yi! 

However, Lin Yi didn’t care about the spirit Wolf. Instead, he continued to use the second style of the 

wild fire Fist, smashing it at wo jindao! 

Lin Yi could tell that vol ‘Jin Dao could communicate with the spirit Wolf through the beast language, 

and it was all wo’ Jin Dao’s orders that the spirit Wolf attacked! Now that he’d found the pattern, Lin Yi’s 

target was the vol ‘Jin sword! 

As long as wo jindao didn’t change his orders, the spirit Wolf wouldn’t be smart enough to turn and 

attack han xiaopo. It would definitely attack Lin Yi again, so Lin Yi didn’t plan on giving wo jindao any 

chance to communicate with the spirit Wolf. After he took care of wo jindao, the spirit Wolf naturally 

wouldn’t be a threat anymore! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! The second form of the wild fire Fist sent vol ‘Jin flying again. He didn’t think that 

Lin Yi’s skill would be activated continuously, not giving him a chance to communicate with the spirit 

Wolf! 

Wo jindao spat out another mouthful of blood, his face pale. He was about to say something when Lin 

Yi’s fist came at him again! 

Vol ‘Jin Dao was shocked and quickly circulated his mental cultivation method to activate his martial skill 

to resist. The third form of wild fire Fist against the third form of wild wolf fist, wo’ Jin Dao was naturally 

at a disadvantage. 



The wild wolf fist wasn’t as strong as the wild fire Fist in the first place, and it only unleashed its full 

power when it was used with a spirit beast. Lin Yi’s wild fire Fist, on the other hand, was at its peak, and 

wo jindao was forced back again and again, spitting out a few mouthfuls of blood and unable to speak! 

Actually, wo jindao may have been in a bad state, but Lin Yi wasn’t any better! The spirit Wolf was 

stubborn and kept attacking Lin Yi’s back. Lin Yi’s spine was almost broken! 

If Lin Yi wasn’t clenching his teeth and holding on, he’d probably be dead too. 

The fourth move of wild fire Fist! Wo jindao saw that Lin Yi didn’t stop, and instead activated an even 

more powerful martial skill. A trace of fear flashed through his eyes, and the fear of death made him 

explode with shocking potential. He ordered Spirit Wolf,”Use your strongest move, man-beast fusion!” 

Vol ‘Jin Dao didn’t have the time to let his Spirit Wolf attack han xiaopo anymore, because he had a 

feeling that if Lin Yi’s attack hit him again, he might not be able to see the sun tomorrow. That was why 

he summoned his Spirit Wolf, sacrificing his and the spirit Wolf’s cultivation, and used the most powerful 

secret technique of the Qian Mountain sect, the heaven and earth wild wolf transformation! 

This secret technique could combine the power of man and beast into one to attack the opponent, but 

the consequences were also very serious. Every time it was used, the cultivation base would drop 

greatly. Whether it was the spirit beast or the man, they would lose at least one level of cultivation! (To 

be continued.) 
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In other words, once this skill was used, the vol ‘Jin sword would become a Mystic class master, and the 

spirit Wolf would turn from a Yellow Class spirit beast to a normal spirit beast! 

This was a move that he wouldn’t use unless he had no other choice, but now that he was forced into a 

corner by Lin Yi, he wouldn’t be able to escape even if he wanted to … 

Of course, the most important thing was that he didn’t want to admit defeat just like that. He had 

already wasted so much energy. If he admitted defeat now, it would be a big joke. Moreover, he had 

already said that he couldn’t afford to lose face! 

Hence, he would rather lose a level than to kill Lin Yi in one move! Man and beast as one was the most 

powerful secret move of the GaN mountain sect. It stacked the power of man and beast together and 

unleashed it to the extreme! Now, the spirit Wolf had the power of an Earth Class late phase peak 

practitioner-with wo jindao, it was equivalent to Earth Class late phase peak and early phase peak. This 

was different from two practitioners attacking at the same time-this was the stacking of Qi, and it could 

reach the power of Sky Class early phase peak in an instant! 

It was also because of this that this technique was called a secret technique by the GaN mountain sect. It 

was not easily used and would only be used at a critical moment. 

Wo jindao didn’t believe that Lin Yi could survive this attack. Even if he didn’t die, his meridians and 

bones would be broken, and he’d become a cripple. Even a third class pill wouldn’t be able to save him! 

So he made up his mind to use such a big move! 



The spirit Wolf heard vol ‘Jin Dao’s call and stopped attacking Lin Yi. Instead, it suddenly jumped up and 

landed on top of vol’ Jin Dao’s head, letting out a sharp wolf howl. At the same time, vol ‘Jin Dao silently 

recited a chant. A golden light suddenly flashed across the man and Wolf’s bodies, and they became 

incomparably red, as if they were illuminated by the setting sun! 

“Man and beast as one, disdainful heaven and earth wild wolf transformation!” Wo jindao’s eyes flashed 

with a green light as he roared. He seemed to have turned into a giant red Wolf. He closed his fingers 

and raised them high above his head, right on the wolf’s head. It was as if he was charging up power and 

he threw it at Lin Yi! 

“Wild fire Fist, the fourth move of the Pixiu!” Lin Yi was like an arrow on a bow that had to be fired. 

Although he could smell danger, he had no choice but to fight! If Lin Yi dodged right now, then the force 

of vol ‘Jin’s attack would very likely affect han xiaopo, who was not far away! 

Lin Yi could withstand the power of this move, but han xiaopo definitely couldn ‘T. Lin Yi’s last move, 

wild fire Fist, was also to give the vol’ Jin sword a fatal blow, otherwise Lin Yi wouldn’t have used it from 

the first move all the way to the last move! 

It was because the power of a martial technique that was executed along the way was much greater 

than a martial technique that was activated alone! He was able to kill an Earth Class in seconds back 

then, and this wo jindao wasn’t even as strong as the earth Class! Lin Yi was confident that he could kill 

him! 

Lin Yi had already seen wo jindao’s devious side, and he didn’t want to leave this guy alive. Since he’d 

decided to go all out with the GaN mountain sect, Lin Yi had no choice but to offend them! 

A deafening explosion rang out, like a landmine exploding. A huge Qi vortex formed where their fists 

met, and it exploded in all directions. Whether it was wo jindao, Spirit Wolf, or Lin Yi, they were all sent 

flying by the force of the explosion. 

Vol ‘Jin Dao only felt a powerful burst of true Qi like a volcanic eruption entering his body, wantonly 

destroying his meridians and internal organs! He didn’t believe it. He didn’t believe that Lin Yi’s fourth 

style could be this powerful! 

After all, when Lin Yi used the fourth form of the wild fire Fist against the spirit Wolf, vol ‘Jin Dao had 

observed that it wasn’t this strong, but this one was far stronger than the fourth form! 

Could it be … Wo jindao suddenly thought of a possibility. He had heard before that some martial arts 

geniuses could use their martial arts techniques in succession, from the first form all the way, and the 

power of each form would gradually increase! 

However, this method was only limited to martial geniuses and high-tier martial techniques. If one 

couldn’t even bring out the normal power of the martial technique, how could one use it smoothly? 

Could Lin Yi be a martial arts genius? 

However, he shouldn’t be this weak, right? Vol ‘Jin Dao felt like he was about to die. His internal organs 

were burning, and his meridians were breaking. He could already predict his fate … 



Yes! Vol ‘Jin blade once again recalled something that he regretted. When he and the spirit Wolf used 

the’ man-beast fusion ‘, although their offensive power increased greatly, their own strength would 

drop! 

Wo jindao had become Mystic early phase peak, and the spirit Wolf had dropped from golden class to 

normal … Their defense had dropped as well … So that was it, so that was it! 

Vol ‘Jin Dao wasn’t willing to give up-he regretted using the man-beast fusion technique earlier, not 

waiting for Lin Yi to finish the first, second, and third forms before using it! If he had been a step earlier, 

even if he had been a step faster, the consequences would not have been like this … 

Could it be that this match was destined for both sides to die, both sides perishing together? Vol ‘Jin Dao 

could not accept this. He felt as if he had returned to his childhood, where he and the spirit Wolf had 

each other by their side. Time and time again, they would crush their opponents under their feet and 

become the spirit Wolf’s food! 

However, all of this had become so near yet so far away. He used the last of his strength to open his 

eyes, wanting to see his old partner, only to see a Spirit Wolf without a head! The spirit Wolf’s leak had 

been destroyed by Lin Yi’s fourth style of the wild fire Fist! 

A spirit beast without a grade was no longer a spirit beast. It was just an ordinary animal that was 

qualified to be promoted to a spirit beast! 

And so, under Lin Yi’s fourth style of the wild fire Fist, he was already a dead wolf. 

“The greatest use of being one with the beast is to kill the opponent on one side, not to fight the 

opponent head-on …” Wo jindao recalled what his master had told him before. When using the ‘one 

with the beast’, he had to be careful not to fight the enemy head-on, because that would be mutual 

destruction! 

However, vol ‘Jin blade had always been invincible, and he had never used the’ man-beast fusion 

‘technique. When he used it, his mind was filled with hatred and fear, and he had forgotten his Master’s 

words. 
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But now, he remembered everything … He felt that his body was very, very light, and the burning 

sensation in his internal organs was getting weaker and weaker … It was as if he had returned to the 

bloody era when he brought the spirit Wolf to sweep away his opponents and cruelly let the spirit Wolf 

devour the corpses of his opponents … 

Wo jindao was dead. 

The spirit Wolf had died without an intact corpse. 

“Dao-er!” “Die!” Gate leader wo screamed as he rushed over and hugged wo jindao’s body. However, 

there was no way to save him … This wo jindao was actually gate leader wo’s nephew. Gate leader wo 

had no children, so he had treated his nephew as his own. He had cultivated him with all his might, but 

he had never told him about this kinship … 



Now that wo jindao was dead, the sect leader was filled with regret. He shouldn’t have sent wo jindao to 

fight Lin Yi. If he’d known that Lin Yi would be able to sweep away thousands of troops, he wouldn’t 

have been the one to stand out. Were all the Hidden House disciples idiots? 

Zhuang niaopao and Zhuang niaoqiang, Pi Zhishan and Pi Zhihai, were they all idiots? Why did he admit 

defeat? It was because they were afraid that Lin Yi wouldn’t be able to win. And his nephew wo jindao 

could beat him? 

“Lin Yi, I swear I’ll kill you!” Gate master wo looked at the ring and said with gritted teeth … 

On the stage, Lin Yi wasn’t having a good time either. After landing heavily on the ground, he realized 

that he’d underestimated wo jindao’s power! This move was actually even more powerful than the 

initial stage of the Sky Class in the previous resistance match. 

Lin Yi felt as if his bones, meridians, and organs were all shattered. He had to admit that this wo jindao 

was the most dangerous enemy he had ever faced since he entered Earth Class! 

Blue hair, right-hand thirteen, Earth Class … None of them made Lin Yi feel so defeated. The fight with 

wo jindao seemed simple and not complicated, but it was shocking! 

The Lin Yi now was using his pure energy to keep himself alive-any other practitioner would’ve died after 

using up all their pure energy, but luckily Lin Yi had the art of Dragon mastery, a heaven-defying 

technique-he could heal himself! 

So after Lin Yi fell to the ground, he didn’t rush to get up. Instead, he circulated the second stage of the 

art of Dragon mastery, healing his internal injuries quickly! Luckily, Lin Yi left some pure Qi in his body. 

Otherwise, even if his injuries healed slowly, his meridians wouldn’t recover and he would end up like 

Ma Zhu. 

Han xiaopo wanted to see Lin Yi as well, but Grandpa han stopped her with a wave of his hand. He shook 

his head slightly. If Lin Yi wasn’t dead and was healing, then it was best not to touch him. If he was dead, 

then there was no point in going. They had to think about the future of the Hidden House han! 

However, han xiaopo still walked to Lin Yi’s side worriedly. Seeing that Lin Yi was still alive, she relaxed. 

“Wo jindao, Lin Yi, can you guys still stand?” Old Zhao looked at the silent scene, not knowing if Lin Yi 

was dead or not. He asked,”If both sides die together, then both sides will lose this match.” 

In his heart, he wanted Lin Yi to die-if he did, there would be no need for the last match! As for wo 

jindao, old Zhao didn’t care much about him. If he died, so be it. It had nothing to do with his hidden 

house Zhao anyway. 

“My boss is recuperating, he’s not dead!” Han xiaopo said angrily,”can’t you see that he’s still panting?” 

Hurry up and announce the winner!” 

Lin Yi’s bones had just been repaired, and he could barely sit up. He sat cross-legged on the stage, still 

closing his eyes and quickly circulating his practitioner’s Arts to heal himself! His injuries were too 

severe, and he needed to treat them as soon as possible. 

“See, my boss is already sitting up!” Han xiaopo was overjoyed and continued,””Even if wo jindao is still 

alive, his Spirit Wolf is dead and we’ve knocked him off the stage. Boss and I are still in the ring!” 



A look of disappointment flashed across old Zhao’s eyes when he saw that Lin Yi wasn’t dead, but he still 

followed the rules and announced,””The two-person arena challenge for the champion. The final 

champion is the hidden han family, the GaN mountain sect …” 

Old Zhao looked at gate master wo with a questioning look. If wo jindao didn’t die and only lost one 

Spirit beast, he could still win second place. However, if both of them died, it would be considered as a 

forfeit. 

“Lin Yi, I’m going to kill you!” It would’ve been fine if old Zhao hadn’t mentioned it, but the question 

triggered gate leader wo’s anger. He looked at Lin Yi on the stage with fire in his eyes and let out a weird 

shriek. He wanted to jump onto the stage and kill Lin Yi! 

“Gate master wo, don’t be rash!” Old man you, who was standing beside gate master wo, grabbed him 

and whispered,””Even if you want revenge, it can’t be now. The Hidden House Summit has always been 

the focus of the ancient people above-fists and legs have no eyes in the arena, and life and death are all 

up to fate! If gate master wo makes a move, then the rules will be broken!” 

Gate master wo calmed down after hearing old man you’s words. He nodded and said,””Then I’ll let that 

little bastard Lin Yi live for a while, I’ll kill him in the test later!” 

“That’s right. No one can find fault in getting rid of him in the competition. ” Old man you nodded and 

said. 

“Old Zhao, my disciple wo jindao has already …” Gate master wo sighed.”The GaN mountain sect will 

withdraw from this battle!” 

Zhao Yu’s father nodded and announced the result of the competition,””The GaN mountain sect has 

withdrawn, the Hidden House Zhuang and hidden house Yu’s third place will be upgraded to the second 

and third place!” 

On the other side, since old Zhao had announced that the GaN mountain sect had withdrawn from the 

competition, the Hidden House Yu and hidden house Zhuang naturally went from a life and death battle 

to a sparring match. The Hidden House Yu disciples saw that the two Zhuang brothers were strong, so 

they didn’t want to waste any more time and cupped their fists,”The two Zhuang brothers truly live up 

to their name, we admit defeat!” 

At this time, the second and third place were about the same. Who would still be willing to fight for this? 

Lin Yi had taken first place, completely messing up the order they’d decided on before. If he couldn’t get 

first, then second or third would probably be fine. 

“Hehe, you let me win!” Zhuang niaoqiang cupped his fists. He didn’t want to fight anymore-the Hidden 

House Zhuang and hidden house Yu didn’t have any grudges against each other, and there was no need 

for them to fight. If the Hidden House Yu didn’t admit defeat, Zhuang niaoqiang would. 

After all, the second and third place winners were just a foil to Lin Yi now. They didn’t have the glory of 

being in the top three of the Hidden House peaks anymore! 

So, what was the point of fighting for it? (To be continued.) 
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Everyone’s thoughts were that the faster the Hidden House Summit ended, the better! 

“For the two-person challenge, hidden house Zhuang is second, and hidden house Yu is third!” “The 

families ranked fourth and above have one chance to challenge them,” old Zhao said.”Are there any 

families that want to challenge them?” 

This challenge made the two brothers “hearts skip a beat! Now that Lin Yi was injured, would they win if 

they challenged the first place? Or perhaps Lin Yi was too injured to fight and just admitted defeat? 

With that thought, Zhishan looked up at the old man. 

Grandpa Pi saw through Zhishan’s thoughts from his eyes. He sighed and shook his head,”Zhishan, the 

Hidden House Pi doesn’t have a solid foundation-we can’t take this! As far as I’m concerned, I’m no 

match for that Lin Yi-if he admits defeat now and takes revenge later, then the Hidden House Pi will be 

finished!” 

“Yes, Grandpa, I was too impulsive!” Zhishan’s heart skipped a beat as he thought of the same 

possibility! Yes, Lin Yi might admit defeat now, but a moment of happiness would bring the destruction 

of the family! 

After seeing the tragic state of the wolf and wo jindao, Pi Zhishan didn’t doubt that Lin Yi could destroy 

the Hidden House Pi at all! Her Grandpa was only an early phase Sky Class physical practitioner-there 

was no way he could withstand Lin Yi’s overwhelming power! 

“Enemies don’t always stay enemies-he doesn’t have any grudges with US House Pi. The ones who died 

were just some normal disciples and distant relatives!” “Look at the Hidden House Yu,” old master Pi 

said faintly.”Their Qi gathering pill was stolen, and the common house Yu was destroyed, but they’re still 

enduring it, aren’t they?” 

“Yeah …” Zhishan nodded, but he suddenly thought of something. He lowered his voice,””That Lin Yi, 

can he make it through the test in the afternoon? Would the leader of the GaN mountain sect just let Lin 

Yi go back alive? Even if we win Lin Yi, we need to kill him to get revenge!” 

“Zhishan, if you want to be the head of a clan, you should have a long and careful vision. You should not 

be arrogant; neither should you do anything risky. Don’t touch anything that might cause the clan to be 

consigned to eternal damnation!” “Our hidden house Pi isn’t the strongest hidden house, but we’re the 

most stable hidden house-why is that?” old master Pi said. This is because we seek development in 

stability, different from those families that seek wealth in danger! You made the right choice when Lin 

Yi’s follower killed Jin Wudi, rushing back to the house immediately-why did you let the bet get to your 

head today?” 

“This …” Pi Zhishan’s forehead was covered in cold sweat. Yes, these few days, he had been forced by 

the bet. 

“You see, before any match, who’s optimistic about Lin Yi? But what was the result?” “What’s this 

bet?”Grandpa Pi said. As long as our hidden house Pi doesn’t fall, we’ll be able to find them slowly-but 

once we piss Lin Yi off, do you think we’ll just let this go? Even if Lin Yi dies, who can take a beating from 

his Lackey?” 



“Yes!” Zhishan nodded, remembering the power of er goudan.”I understand, Grandpa!” 

“En, if Lin Yi’s lucky enough to survive this time, hehe, this will be fun!” Old man Pi looked at han Tianba, 

a little envious,””The hidden han family is really lucky!” 

“The rankings for the two-person challenge are out. The Champions are the Hidden House han, second 

place is the Hidden House Zhuang, and third place is the Hidden House Yu. Please come up to the stage 

to collect your wagers!” Old Zhao said. 

Although Lin Yi was healing himself, he couldn’t let the others be held up because of him. The process of 

collecting the wagers still had to be done. 

And so, the Hidden House han was the same as the other houses-han Tianba was the one who came to 

collect the wagers, but he didn’t know if Lin Yi needed the Hidden House Zhuang and house Yu’s 

treasures, and didn’t dare to make the trade. He only took a look and saw that the two hidden houses 

had their own treasures-if Lin Yi needed them, he could just take them from their own Treasury. There 

was no need to trade with them. So he kept Lin Yi’s winnings first. 

“Old man han, it seems like you don’t have the right to exchange treasures with us. Tsk tsk, I wonder if 

Lin Yi or you, han Tianba, are the ones in charge of the Hidden House han.” Old master Zhuang said with 

a fake smile. 

This was supposed to be the championship for the Hidden House Zhuang, but Lin Yi took it away. He 

wasn’t happy about it, and wouldn’t let go of any chance to provoke or mock them. 

“Naturally, it’s Mr. Lin.” Han Tianba smiled and said,”The hidden han family is a family under the 

leadership of Mr. Lin. Is there a problem?” 

Han Tianba didn’t think it was a disgrace at all. He spoke as if it was a glorious thing, pointing out Lin Yi’s 

hidden position in house han. 

“You’ve fallen!” Old master Zhuang snorted angrily when he saw that he had failed. 

“Some families say the grapes are sour when they can’t eat them. I understand.” Han Tianba laughed. 

On the other side, han Tianba and old man Zhuang were at loggerheads. The other old men seemed to 

be chatting, but they were all looking in the same direction-Lin Yi! Especially sect leader wo-he felt that 

there was no way Lin Yi wouldn’t die. As one with the beast, he could fight enemies of a higher level. He 

could even kill Sky Class early phase peak Masters, how could he not kill Lin Yi? There were a few 

practitioners who didn’t use up all their Qi and could use it to keep themselves alive, but it had been so 

long. Lin Yi should be dead by now, right? 

They wanted to see if Lin Yi was Dead or Alive, injured or disabled. They were supposed to go back for 

lunch, but they didn’t want to leave. If Lin Yi didn’t make it, not only would they lose first place, but 

they’d also throw a banquet to celebrate. Especially the Hidden House Zhuang, it was like getting back 

the champion! 

Lin Yi was in the Jade space, but he knew what was going on outside like the back of his hand. He knew 

what these people were thinking, and he didn’t dare to be slow. He quickly circulated the art of Dragon 



mastery and healed his wounds. This injury was too serious, and there was no part of his body that was 

intact! 

The second stage of the art of Dragon mastery healed much faster than the first stage, but it wasn’t 

something that could be healed in a short amount of time. Lin Yi could only speed up. If these people 

didn’t want to leave, then so be it. They were practitioners, after all, they wouldn’t starve to death! (To 

be continued.) 
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Lin Yi needed to return to normal and appear in front of these people. Otherwise, not only would he be 

in danger, but the Hidden House han would be in danger as well! Although these people couldn’t do 

anything to him on the surface, they would definitely have other tricks up their sleeves! 

So Lin Yi had to double his efforts to recover as soon as possible-these people were all harboring evil 

intentions, especially that sect leader wo-he couldn’t wait to kill Lin Yi! Lin Yi had to be wary of this old 

thing’s desperation and coming to assassinate him in the middle of the night! 

If he joined hands with the Golden Bell sect’s Diamond to deal with him, he would have to be on guard. 

The bones and organs were all repaired, and the meridians were the only things left. This was the first 

time Lin Yi used the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery to rebuild his body, and what surprised 

him was that the bones and organs were obviously different from before-they were tougher than 

before! 

It was just like when he used the body-refining liquid to refine his body-he could clearly feel the 

difference after that, but after this full recovery, he felt it again! Lin Yi was very surprised by this 

situation! 

“Elder Jiao, my body seems to have been healed by the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery. It’s 

become tougher?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Hmm … I’m also observing …” Elder Jiao said,””According to my memory, the second stage of the art of 

Dragon mastery is indeed more magical than the first stage. It’s not surprising that you used the second 

stage to repair your body, so it’s a blessing in disguise this time! Ever since I started cultivating the 

second stage of the art of Dragon mastery, this is the first time I’ve been completely injured!” 

No matter when he was fighting against the black-clothed man, or when he was fighting against the 

black-clothed man, he had never experienced such a situation. So this time, it was a bit like the 

legendary ‘breaking and then regrowing’. Could it be the benefit of the second stage of the art of Dragon 

mastery? 

But the art of Dragon mastery didn’t mention this before. 

“In this case, it’s really a blessing in disguise!” “But why didn’t the art of Dragon mastery mention it 

before?” Lin Yi nodded. 

“I don’t know. One possibility is that my memory hasn’t fully recovered. I know, but I can’t remember.” 

“There’s another possibility,”elder Jiao said straightforwardly,” that grand uncle-master doesn’t know 



either … After all, this is an ancient practitioner’s art, no one has ever practiced it before, and grand 

uncle-master made some training plans based on his own assumptions …” 

“I see.” Lin Yi nodded. 

His meridians were finally repaired by Lin Yi, but they were a lot thicker than before. This situation 

surprised and delighted Lin Yi-thicker meridians meant that he could absorb more Qi, and his strength 

would increase as well … 

After recovering his meridians, Lin Yi began his journey to regain his strength. He had used up too much 

Qi and stamina before, so he needed to replenish it! 

However, when Lin Yi was about to fill up his Qi, his face changed-he was about to break through! 

It seemed that after his meridians were repaired, they were a little thicker. After absorbing more true 

Qi, they were showing signs of a breakthrough! If Lin Yi were to charge up now, he might break through 

to mid-phase of the earth Class! 

But Lin Yi hesitated! 

Breaking through was a good thing-he’d just broken through to Earth Class early phase peak not long 

ago, and now he was about to break through to Earth Class mid phase-he was very satisfied with this 

speed! 

It was true that Xinyan had a part to play in this-she’d basically pushed him to the wall of Earth Class 

early phase peak, but the injury and the recovery of his meridians played a huge part! 

Therefore, if one thought about it carefully, the breakthrough omen this time was actually not 

inexplicable. 

The problem was that breaking through here would expose all of Lin Yi’s cards to everyone! At that time, 

everyone would know that Lin Yi was only earth Class mid phase-he wasn’t a Sky Class at all! 

That way, the mysterious pressure Lin Yi had created for the elders and sect leaders would no longer 

exist! As far as they were concerned, Lin Yi only had a few trump cards and was lucky-it wasn’t his 

strength! 

To tell the truth, Lin Yi had no chance of winning against a Sky Class early phase head on-even if a Sky 

Class master were to fight Lin Yi, he’d die in two moves if he didn’t get one! That was why Lin Yi was in 

this situation! 

Should he break through in one go or stop and look for an opportunity to break through in the future? 

This question kept spinning in Lin Yi’s mind, but he couldn’t make up his mind. After all, breaking 

through was a once-in-a-thousand-years opportunity. To a practitioner, other than a few geniuses or 

inheritors, not everyone could break through after reaching the barrier like it was natural! 

Stopping at a barrier and trying to break through required luck and enlightenment-this was why the 

Hidden House Yu wanted the pill so much-Xiaochen had been stuck at Earth Class late phase peak for a 

long time! 



So, if Lin Yi stopped now, he would be filled with energy and Qi, but he didn’t know when he would be 

able to break through next time! 

After all, this kind of opportunity could not be man-made, and it was not something that could be 

broken through just because one wanted to! 

When Lin Yi was stuck at Mystic late phase peak, he’d experienced it himself-he had no choice but to use 

the Qi gathering pill to break through! 

Forget it, I’ll risk it! Lin Yi gritted his teeth. So what if he knew who he was? He still had a trump card he 

hadn’t used yet, and if those Sky Class elders joined forces with the others to hunt him down, he 

wouldn’t just sit back and do nothing. 

With that thought, Lin Yi sped up the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery. He’d slowed down the 

speed when he was thinking, but he didn’t stop-he was afraid that he wouldn’t be able to break through 

again if he stopped. 

In an instant, a large amount of pure energy from the Jade space rushed into Lin Yi’s body, and the 

heaven and earth spiritual Qi around Lin Yi was also transferred over, forming a huge Qi vortex above Lin 

Yi’s head! 

Although the Qi from the outside world was only supplementary and had no use to Lin Yi, it was a 

necessary situation for every practitioner to break through! Of course, this was only the phenomenon of 

breaking through the barrier by force. If it was Lin Yi’s method of increasing someone’s strength, there 

wouldn’t be such a vortex of spiritual Qi. 
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Unless Lin Yi couldn’t level up anymore, and he was using compressed Qi to help someone break 

through-only then would there be this kind of Qi fluctuation. It happened in the tomb, when he helped 

Yutian and Lingshan break through to Mystic. 

Of course, now that Lin Yi was an Earth Class, this phenomenon would only appear when he was helping 

someone break through to Earth Class by compressing their Qi. It was just that Lin Yi hadn’t mastered 

the way to do that yet. 

Otherwise, Lin Yi wouldn’t be able to get so many Qi gathering pills at the Hidden House Summit. 

“Boss is about to break through?” Seeing this, han xiaopo was shocked and quickly stood in front of Lin 

Yi, ready to protect Lin Yi with her life. Han Tianba saw this and jumped to the front of the stage, 

blocking Lin Yi’s side. 

As for Tang giving, after making a painful internal struggle, he still slowly walked towards the ring … 

Old master Tang frowned and raised his hand to stop Tang gezhi, but in the end, he put down his arm, 

sighed, and did not stop him. 

“You … What are you doing?” Tang GE’s arrival, however, shocked han xiaopo. She thought that he was 

going to do something bad to Lin Yi. After all, the Hidden House had always been targeting Lin Yi. 



“I … I’m here to help you protect him.” Tang GE’s feelings were complicated. Lin Yi was his brother-in-

law, and during the Hidden House Summit, he was always on Lin Yi’s side. Tang GE couldn’t just sit by 

and do nothing. 

“Elder Tang, your grandson doesn’t seem to be able to distinguish between friend and foe.” Old master 

you looked at Tang Gege, who was on the stage, and said lightly. 

“She’s foolishly loyal and can’t distinguish between friend and foe. This child …” Although old master 

Tang felt that Tang GE was giving the Tang family a glimmer of hope by doing this, he still shook his head 

on the surface.”In-law, you also know … This child … Shi Yi … Doesn’t look like his father at all!” 

“Elder Tang, does that mean you’re like me?” One must know that Tang gezhi’s father was old master 

you’s daughter, you Xiaoxin! Although a married daughter was like spilled water, and Tang zhige didn’t 

have much of a relationship with his hidden you family, they were still related. So, Tang zhige’s actions 

made old master you very helpless. He couldn’t say that his grandson was going too far, right? 

Elder Tang shook his head and did not pursue the matter any further.””Lin Yi’s strength, you can tell?” 

“He’s breaking through the peak of the early stage of the earth Class, to the middle stage of the earth 

Class …” Master you didn’t say anything, but master Zhao said. 

“Could it be that our predictions were wrong, and Lin Yi is only an Earth Class early phase peak?” Master 

Yu frowned, finding it hard to believe. 

“Where did he get the feeling that he’s an Earth Class mid phase peak?” “My disciple and spirit Wolf’s 

human-beast fusion skill can even fight against Sky Class early phase peak! This Lin Yi’s an Earth Class 

early phase peak, and he’s still alive?” gate leader wo spat. 

“This is also what I find strange!” Old master you didn’t confirm or deny it. He just said calmly,””But 

from the looks of it, he’s indeed trying to break through to mid Earth Class. Most of the people here are 

spiritual practitioners-they should be able to feel it, right?” 

“Not bad!” Elder Yu nodded,”the feeling should be right. Earth Class early phase peak is about to break 

through to Earth Class mid phase. But I don’t really understand …” 

“If this Lin Yi is really that weak, we’ll have plenty of chances to take revenge in the future … Heh …” Old 

master Zhao laughed evilly,””This Lin Yi has some hidden cards up his sleeve-he could kill anyone under 

Earth Class when he was Mystic, and it’s not hard for him to kill anyone under Sky Class when he’s Earth 

Class, but … If he had an Earth Class late phase peak fighting him at the same time, I think …” 

“Did you forget the killer move Lin Yi used to kill MA Dashen?” “That move …” Old man you said,”not to 

mention an Earth Class late phase peak, even a Sky Class wouldn’t be able to escape unscathed. I’m 

afraid they’d be injured!” 

“If we can take advantage of this time to kill him, it would be great …” The diamond had also appeared 

behind these people at some point in time and said indifferently. There was a hint of instigation in his 

words. 



“Kill them at this time? At the Hidden House Summit, other than the competition, you dare to kill as you 

please?” Old Zhao laughed coldly,”if we want to move, we’ll have to wait until the Hidden House 

Summit is over. I’m the host. If I kill someone here, I won’t be able to clear my name!” 

It wasn’t that old Zhao didn’t want to kill Lin Yi, but it wasn’t worth it. Getting punished by the ancient 

sect for it wasn’t worth it, and he couldn’t let anyone do anything to Lin Yi during the Hidden House 

Summit! 

He hated Lin Yi, but it was a common hatred-why should the Hidden House Zhao take the blame? At that 

time, the Hidden House Zhao’s name would be placed on their heads, and it wouldn’t be a good thing 

for them to be targeted by an ancient sect! 

The ancient sect wasn’t the same as it was thirteen years ago-a new batch of Sky Class Masters had 

appeared one after another, and there were quite a few Sky Class late phase peak Masters as well. So, in 

their eyes, an early phase Sky Class master like him wasn’t enough! 

This was also why he insisted on not making a move on Lin Yi before the Hidden House gathering ended! 

Plus, the Qian Mountain sect had already taken the initiative to deal with Lin Yi, and there was still the 

last test. Wouldn’t it be great if Lin Yi was killed by the ancient spirit beasts of the sect? 

No one would bear any responsibility, and no one would get into trouble. This was the most perfect 

ending, so why take the risk now? 

“That’s right, the GaN mountain sect’s sect leader wo has already agreed to set up a trap in the last 

match. Everyone, don’t be anxious.” Master Yu said faintly. After all, master Zhao was his in-law, and he 

couldn’t just not help him. 

And most importantly, Grandpa Yu was getting more and more shocked as he watched Lin Yi’s rapid 

development! An Earth Class early phase peak had the strength to challenge a Sky Class early phase-this 

kind of genius was rare even in an ancient sect! 

It would be great if the Hidden House Yu could form an alliance with Lin Yi, but that was obviously 

impossible. Elder Yu shook his head-he’d thought about his grudges with Lin Yi more than once, but he 

couldn’t solve it no matter how he thought about it. 

First of all, Lin Yi and Yu Ning’s matter was the biggest obstacle. Yu Ning couldn’t get married, she had to 

keep her virginity. This was a warning from that place many times! (To be continued.) 
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So Lin Yi and Yu Ning’s matter, there was no possibility of development. 

Everything else aside, just this alone was enough to shut Lin Yi out! Not to mention, Lin Yi even took the 

Qi gathering pill-the pill that could help Yu Xiaochen enter Sky Class. This was the hope of the entire 

hidden house Yu, and it was destroyed. 

In comparison, the common house Yu’s destruction had the least amount of hatred for the Hidden 

House Yu. Back then, old Yu was chased out of the common house Yu, and was valued by the people 

there. They taught him martial arts, and after he became strong, they established the Hidden House Yu. 



The common house Yu shamelessly tried to pull connections with them, so from the bottom of their 

hearts, old Yu looked down on them. 

So, thinking about it, he could tolerate the common house Yu’s hatred, and the Qi gathering pill, if Lin Yi 

was willing to return it, he could let bygones be bygones, but the words of that place, the Hidden House 

Yu couldn’t ignore! 

He knew how powerful that place was, and it would only take a few minutes for them to destroy the 

Hidden House Yu. 

So, in order to make Yu Ning completely give up on Lin Yi, Grandpa Yu also supported killing Lin Yi, but 

the whereabouts of the Qi gathering pill … 

“Hmph, this is the last match, Lin Yi’s going to die!” “My disciple, wo jindao, did not die in vain!” Gate 

master wo snorted coldly. 

Just as these people were discussing Lin Yi’s situation, Lin Yi broke through and became an Earth Class 

mid phase! 

Although Tang Qiqi said that she was here to protect Lin Yi, han xiaopo and han Tianba were very wary 

of this person. They were afraid that he would secretly do something that was not beneficial to Lin Yi, 

which made Tang Qiqi not know whether to laugh or cry. 

But there were some things he couldn’t say out loud-he was already biased towards Lin Yi, and if he 

tried to get closer to Lin Yi in public, saying that Lin Yi was his brother-in-law, what would the Hidden 

House you do? The Hidden House you and her hidden house Tang were both Lin Yi’s enemies! 

So Tang jizhi could only support Lin Yi in silence like this. After Lin Yi broke through, Tang jizhi cupped his 

fists at han xiaopo and han Tianba before quickly walking down the stage and returning to old master 

Tang’s side. 

Because Tang GE was old master you’s grandson, although old master you was not very happy, he still 

didn’t say anything. 

Since old master you didn’t say anything, old master Tang naturally didn’t need to speak. 

“I’ve finally broken through the barrier-I feel like I can kill a Sky Class in seconds now!” Lin Yi let out a 

long hiss and stood up, speaking faintly. 

“Gah?” Han xiaopo was stunned. She didn’t think that this would be the first thing Lin Yi would say after 

breaking through. She didn’t know what to say to congratulate Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi’s words shocked han Tianba as well. Of course, the ones who were even more shocked were elder 

Zhao, elder Yu, elder Tang, elder you, elder wo, and elder Jin … 

If it was any other Earth Class mid phase who said that he could kill a Sky Class in seconds, they’d treat it 

as a joke and laugh at him! However, Lin Yi’s words were strange! 

When Lin Yi was at Earth Class early phase peak, he could kill three earth classes in seconds, and one 

late phase! Moreover, in the ring, he had instantly killed another Golden Bell Shield Master of the 



Golden Bell sect! In the fight, he took a hit from a Sky Class early phase! In the final battle with the Qian 

Mountain sect, even wo jindao and the spirit Wolf were not his match! 

Not only did Lin Yi not die from the man-beast combo, he even broke through! 

With all these strange things, it was hard not to believe that Lin Yi wasn’t just lying! 

Of course, it was also possible that Lin Yi had just broken through, and his confidence was inflated, 

making him say something like that. But if Lin Yi didn’t have those skills, he wouldn’t have said that. For 

him to say something like that, it meant that he wasn’t far from killing a Sky Class in seconds … 

Now, no one thought that Lin Yi was sitting on the ground healing after getting hit by wo jindao and 

spirit Wolf. From everyone’s point of view, Lin Yi had probably found an opportunity to break through 

during the battle, and then he trained with all his might to break through the barrier! 

After all, how could the healing process be completed so quickly? Lin Yi didn’t seem to have taken any 

medicine, either-he was probably just a little pissed, and couldn’t have been hurt too badly. 

Earlier, Sky Class attacks didn’t do much to Lin Yi, and he was able to stand up after that. The wo Jin 

sword and spirit Wolf didn’t do much damage to Lin Yi, only messing up his Qi. 

For other cultivators, such a short period of time was only enough time to catch their breath, or even 

not enough time. 

“Haha, since Lin Yi’s fine, let’s go. The champion of the two-man ring is the Hidden House han, no doubt 

about it. We don’t have to wait for any other possibilities!” Zhao Yu’s father was shocked, but he still 

laughed and said. 

No matter how strong Lin Yi was, he was only an Earth Class mid phase-he might have some hidden card 

up his sleeve to take out a Sky Class instantly, but the thing he was most confident about was Lin Yi’s 

true strength! 

The most important thing now wasn’t to deal with Lin Yi, but to discuss how to deal with him! Let’s 

brainstorm and see if there’s a way to take Lin Yi down. 

“I’m going to eat. Let’s go back for lunch!” Elder Tang said. 

Everyone nodded and left the arena. 

Lin Yi let out a breath of relief as he watched the crowd leave. He’d just said that instant kill Sky Class 

stuff to test the reaction of the elders and sect leaders-these people really did have bad intentions! 

But, in the end, these people chose to leave, which put Lin Yi at ease for a while. The Hidden House 

Summit didn’t allow violence-it seemed like this rule was true. Otherwise, these elders and sect leaders 

could just use violence to suppress and extort the Hidden House han. There was no need for them to 

make a competition at the summit to target the Hidden House han. 

After thinking this through, Lin Yi wasn’t nervous anymore. The problem was how he was going to leave 

the Hidden House Zhao safely after the Hidden House Summit! Han xiaopo had said that no violence was 

allowed at the Hidden House Summit, but what about after the summit? 



Did this include the time before Lin Yi left the Hidden House Zhao? If the Hidden House Zhao was trying 

to find a loophole in the text, then Lin Yi had to be careful. 
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“Boss, you’re alright?” Han xiaopo rubbed her hands excitedly, but then felt that she had said something 

stupid. Lin Yi was definitely fine. If he was, would he be able to break through? Although the Hidden 

House han had not been established for many years, han xiaopo was still a child of the Hidden House. 

He had never heard of anyone breaking through while injured. Usually, it was only after the injury had 

healed that the breakthrough was possible. 

“I’m fine now. ” Lin Yi nodded,”this wo jindao’s man-beast fusion is very powerful. I have to admit, the 

Qian Mountain sect is quite something!” 

“That’s right, but boss’s skills are even better. At that time on the arena, I was scared silly. I was so afraid 

of my hands and feet that I didn’t know what to do.” “Not only can’t I help boss, but I’m also a burden,” 

han xiaopo said guiltily. 

“It’s not your fault. You’ve just broken through to the early stage of the earth Class. You can’t even use 

your skills well, let alone fight an enemy. ” Lin Yi waved his hand and didn’t blame han xiaopo. He still 

remembered the embarrassment and powerlessness he felt when he first broke through to Earth Class 

and fought with the blue-haired guy who could activate his skills. 

“Boss, let’s go back for lunch. There’s still the last test in the afternoon, and it’s the highlight of every 

hidden house Summit …” Han xiaopo said. 

“Additional trial? what’s this additional trial about? there’s no sound at all?” Lin Yi nodded. 

“No, I didn ‘t,” Han xiaopo shook his head helplessly,”we’ve been trying very hard to find out. However, 

in terms of the Hidden House’s connections, the Hidden House han is isolated. I’m afraid that the other 

hidden houses and sects have already found out about the events and contents of the additional test, 

but we have no news at all.” 

“Forget it. I’ll just take one step at a time. If I can’t do it, I’ll just forfeit.” “Two bets, we can afford to lose 

that,” Lin Yi said. 

“That’s true!” Han xiaopo said,”the last match was thrilling enough. It’s not worth it to win these bets … 

By the way, when boss was breaking through just now, Tang Zhi from the hidden tang family came. He 

said that he wanted to help boss protect you … But he didn’t do anything. I don’t know what he meant … 

“Yeah, I know.” Lin Yi was suspicious of Tang GEI’s abnormal behavior, but he couldn’t figure out why 

she was doing this. Tang GEI seemed to have been very friendly to him at the Hidden House Summit, but 

he didn’t know for now and couldn’t think about it. 

Together with han xiaopo and han Tianba, they returned to their temporary residence. After having 

lunch and taking a short rest, a hidden member of the Zhao family came to the courtyard and 

shouted,”Is the old patriarch of the hidden han family here? The Hidden House Summit’s last test is 



about to begin, but the details are confidential. Old master han, please bring the participants and the 

two wagers to the meeting hall …” 

“Alright, I’ll go now!” Han Tianba nodded, but he did not think so. Keep it a secret for now? Other than 

keeping it a secret from the hidden han family, the contents of this competition were probably no secret 

to other families, right? 

However, han Tianba had to lower his head when he was under someone else’s roof. He could only keep 

a low profile and go to the Hidden House Zhao’s meeting hall with Lin Yi and han xiaopo. 

In the meeting hall, the elders and sect leaders of the other families and sects were all present. Han 

Tianba registered the bet and Lin Yi’s name before sitting down in his seat. To his surprise, the head of 

the table was there, along with elder Zhao. It was leader wo of the GaN mountain sect! 

“The Hidden House Summit’s final test will be held by our host, the Hidden House Zhao, and the GaN 

mountain sect!” “Here, I would like to thank the Qian Mountain sect for their contribution to this 

competition. They have brought out one of the most important spiritual beasts of the Qian Mountain 

sect, the ancient wind Thunder Purple lightning Beast, as the test spiritual beast for this competition!” 

So, to thank the GaN mountain sect for their contribution, we’ve decided that with our hidden house 

Zhao as the leader, all the hidden houses will take out an item each to compensate the sect. This is 

purely compensation, we can’t win it back!” 

This was a decision that elder Zhao and the other elders had discussed before. They’d agreed that only 

the Hidden House Zhao, hidden house Yu, and a few other noble houses would take out a treasure each, 

but the Hidden House han kept winning, which made elder Zhao very unhappy. So, he wanted to drag 

him down and get some benefits from him! 

This was like the GaN mountain sect’s sect leader wo using the Hidden House Han’s benefits to get rid of 

Lin Yi. It might sound like a joke, but it was the truth! There was no need for anyone to object to the 

Hidden House Han’s betrayal. After all, they didn’t really need to put up any bets. It was just for show. 

The Hidden House Zhao and a few other houses would still be the ones putting up the bets! 

He was just cooperating now, so why not? He could also give the GaN mountain sect some face. No one 

would say anything about this favor. 

However, han Tianba furrowed his brows. Wasn’t this obviously extortion? Although the hidden han 

family did not lack a bet, they did not have such a rule. So, han Tianba asked,””Old Zhao, the Hidden 

House summits never said anything like this, right? If the GaN mountain sect feels that it’s not worth it, 

they can cancel this additional test. There’s no need to give us all the rewards, right? “This way, those of 

us who haven’t participated in the competition will first lose one bet. Even if we participate, we may not 

win. This is equivalent to losing three bets. How can we settle the score like this?” 

“This is the Hidden House Summit’s decision!” Zhao Yu’s father said,””The GaN mountain sect has 

contributed an ancient spirit beast with a God beast bloodline for the Hidden House gathering. Isn’t this 

act worthy of our respect? It’s just a bet, a token of my sincerity!” 

“How is this a contribution? After the competition is over, this spirit beast will still be returned to the 

sect, right?” Han xiaopo also felt that this rule was a bit of a scam. 



“That may be true, but what if something happens to the spirit beasts during the competition? What if 

he was dead or injured? Isn’t it all my responsibility to build the sect?” Naturally, the GaN mountain sect 

leader wasn’t willing to lose out. He had no reason to give up on the bet that he had already taken. He 

had to get the hidden han family to take out something. 

“Oh, so that means that as long as we hand over a part of the bet, anything that happens to the spirit 

beast will be borne by the GaN mountain sect. It will have nothing to do with our participating families, 

right?” Lin Yi’s heart moved as he looked at gate leader wo. 

“Naturally!” Gate master wo sneered.”Since I’ve provided you with this ancient spirit beast and 

accepted the compensation from everyone, no matter what happens to this spirit beast in the 

competition, it has nothing to do with you!” (To be continued.) 
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“So that’s how it is. It seems like gate master wo’s awareness is quite high!” Lin Yi nodded. 

“That’s right. I took out the ancient spiritual beast because I was prepared to sacrifice myself. Otherwise, 

I wouldn’t have asked for compensation from you.” Although gate leader wo said that, he didn’t think 

much of it. Did Lin Yi think that he was invincible just because he killed the spirit Wolf? 

It must be known that this ancient spirit beast, the purple lightning Beast, possessed the bloodline of a 

divine beast. Not only did it possess a high level of intelligence, but its strength was also first-class! The 

most important thing was that this ancient spirit beast with the bloodline of a divine beast was different 

from ordinary ancient spirit beasts. It could activate martial arts techniques! 

This was something that other spirit beasts of the combat attribute did not have. Furthermore, this spirit 

beast’s martial skills would continue to improve as its level increased! Of course, the purple lightning 

Beast was only at the peak late stage of the yellow class, so it couldn’t use any martial skills. 

However, with his strength at the peak of the late phase of the Golden class, he could already fight 

against Sky Class early phase Masters! This was also why the disciples of the GaN mountain sect were 

able to have the same status as the hidden houses even though they weren’t very strong! 

They had a guardian spirit beast, and their disciples could control and form contracts with the spirit 

beast. They could also use the man-beast fusion skill. These were all things that the other hidden houses 

couldn’t compare to. 

But, come to think of it, if a sect could have a few Sky Class Masters, then it wouldn’t be a normal sect 

anymore-it’d become an ancient sect! 

So from gate leader wo’s point of view, there was no second possibility of Lin Yi going up against the 

purple lightning Beast-only death awaited him. Even if the purple lightning Beast didn’t use much of its 

strength to fight Lin Yi, it could kill him with a few slaps! 

Of course, if it was possible, he’d kill Lin Yi as soon as he came up to him, to relieve the hatred in gate 

leader wo’s heart! Although the purple lightning Beast was one of The Guardian spirit beasts of the Qian 

Mountain sect, it didn’t have a contract with anyone from the sect! 



It wasn’t that the disciples and sect leader of the GaN mountain sect didn’t want to establish a contract 

with him, but that he didn’t even care about him! The purple lightning Beast and the other guardian 

spirit beast lived at the Qian Mountain Gate. It was only because the heaven and earth ling qi there was 

richer than other places and the Yao Mountain Gate provided it with good food and treasures that it 

could barely stay there. 

Otherwise, the purple lightning Beast would have left long ago. 

This time, the purple wind thunder lightning Beast was only able to act after gate leader wo had begged 

for so much. In reality, the purple wind thunder lightning Beast had only acted this time because the 

Qian Mountain sect had been giving it spirit herbs. 

However, gate master wo knew about these things, but he couldn’t tell anyone else! If others knew that 

his Qian Mountain sect couldn’t control this ancient beast, it would definitely attract the attention of 

other sects. Maybe even the ancient level people would come and destroy the sect! 

There weren’t many things above the ancient sects that could restrict them, and many of them were 

solitary people who specialized in killing and stealing. Wasn’t that ancient sect destroyed because they 

had a treasure that was targeted? 

Hence, this was how it was. An innocent man would be guilty if he had a Jade. Gate master wo was not 

stupid and did not dare to reveal the truth! 

The reason he had brought the purple lightning Beast out was to raise the prestige of his sect in front of 

the hidden houses and sects, and to intimidate them! Let them see, even though the Qian Mountain 

sect didn’t have a Sky Class master, they had an even stronger ancient spirit beast. 

Now that the situation had developed to this point, it wasn’t as simple as just showing off anymore. He 

wanted to destroy Lin Yi, even without the hidden treasures from house Zhao and the other noble 

houses. After all, Lin Yi killed his nephew wo jindao. 

“Oh, since gate master wo has made such a big sacrifice, we can’t take advantage of him for nothing. It’s 

just a bet, right? Alright, we, the hidden han family, won’t take advantage of others for free!” Lin Yi said 

as he turned to han Tianba.”What does old master han think?” 

“Since you’ve said so, we’ll do as you say!” Han Tianba naturally wouldn’t object to Lin Yi’s decision. He 

nodded. 

“Good. Xiao po, go and take another treasure and give it to gate master wo.” Lin Yi ordered. 

“Yes!” Han xiaopo nodded and left the meeting room. For han xiaopo, who was an earth-rank cultivator, 

it was only a matter of minutes to go back and forth from his temporary residence. Very quickly, he 

returned with a treasure. 

Lin Yi took a look-it was a type of spirit fruit that could be fed to spirit beasts, allowing them to increase 

their strength by a small amount. Even so, it was already amazing! One had to know that spirit beasts 

did not have any internal cultivation techniques. They completely relied on absorbing the spiritual 

energy of heaven and earth to slowly level up! 



That’s why, for many spirit beasts from the ancient times to this day, it’d be rare to even have a golden 

class. Mystic class spirit beasts were all heaven-defying existences. If they took out their essence inner 

core to make elixirs, it would definitely be a great supplement, and even the sky elixir sect would be 

tempted. 

This was why Yu Liu and the others were so excited when they saw general Weiwu! If they were 

captured, even if they didn’t keep it for themselves, they could still exchange it for many good things! 

Of course, they only dared to do this when they saw that general Weiwu wasn’t a threat. If Chu 

Mengyao had known about this, general Weiwu would’ve acted a little more domineering and 

pretended to be an attack type ancient spirit beast. Yu Liu and the others probably wouldn’t have dared 

to do anything. 

This fruit wasn’t of much use to Lin Yi, but to the Qian Mountain sect, it was probably very useful. Lin Yi 

laughed in his heart. This han xiaopo was really his follower, she knew how to choose things! 

In fact, it wasn’t that han xiaopo knew how to choose the item, but that han xiaopo felt that Lin Yi didn’t 

have a spirit beast, so this item was useless to him. Giving it to the Qian Mountain sect was a bit 

cheaper, but since Lin Yi’s boss made him do it, he must have thought of a plan in the last match. He 

wouldn’t lose out, so he wanted to make the Qian Mountain sect happy for now. Later, when his boss 

won the championship, he would be crying! 

It had to be said that han xiaopo’s underling had the potential to read people’s expressions. He just 

didn’t know that Lin Yi had a spirit beast, but he hit the jackpot! If he knew that Lin Yi had a spirit beast, 

he probably wouldn’t have taken this out. 

“Gate master wo, don’t say that I’m taking advantage of you. You know very well what this spiritual fruit 

is used for. You asked me to take out a part of the bet, so I’ve done as you said. I have no intention of 

scamming you!” (To be continued. 

Chapter 2150: additional test 

  

Lin Yi said as he pushed the fruit to the door leader,”I don’t want you to blame me when something 

happens to your spirit beast!” 

“Of course. There are so many elders and sect leaders as witnesses. Since I’ve taken out this spirit beast, 

I must be aware of my loss!” Gate leader wo was overjoyed when he saw what Lin Yi was giving him. Lin 

Yi’s words were full of disdain. Lin Yi wanted to touch an ancient spirit beast? That was truly a fool’s 

dream! 

From gate leader wo’s point of view, Lin Yi’s confidence grew after defeating the spirit Wolf, and he 

thought that he could do something to the purple lightning Beast-he was an idiot! Even if Lin Yi used his 

ultimate move to kill MA Dashen of the Golden Bell sect, he couldn’t do anything to the beast! 

This purple lightning wind Lightning Beast wasn’t called the purple lightning wind Lightning Beast for 

nothing. There was a reason for its name! Its body’s attribute was an attribute that was beyond the five 

elements. It had two attributes, wind and lightning! 



The wind element was reflected in speed. It was called the wind element because of the speed of the 

wind. 

The lightning element couldn’t be displayed yet, but once the purple lightning Beast reached a certain 

level, it would be able to use a martial skill. That martial skill would be purple lightning, which would be 

a fatal blow to the enemy! 

So even if the purple lightning Beast realized something was wrong, it could still run away with the 

speed of the wind, let alone the fact that it had thick skin and meat. In this way, it was impossible for Lin 

Yi to do anything to the purple lightning Beast. 

“Alright, since gate master wo is so generous, then I didn’t give you this spiritual fruit for nothing!” Lin Yi 

smiled. This was what he wanted to hear from the gate leader! 

Otherwise, if something happened to his ancient spirit beast, he might come after him. 

“Alright, since everyone has reached a consensus, I’ll announce the rules of the last additional trial!” 

“This competition is called the spirit beast Battle!” Old Zhao said. The so-called spirit beast tournament 

was where the participants and the spirit beast would be in the same space. Whoever could last the 

longest would be the winner, and the second and third place would be chosen according to the length of 

time! 

Of course, although this competition was called the spirit beast Battle competition, it did not necessarily 

mean that one had to fight with the spirit beast. One could hide, show goodwill to the spirit beast, and 

of course, if one did not mind death, one could also fight it head-on. Therefore, this competition was a 

comprehensive test for the participants. 

However, this competition was also extremely dangerous. If one didn’t have a certain level of ability, it 

wouldn’t be too bad to die on the spot! Therefore, those who are timid can admit defeat and not 

participate!” 

Old Zhao said they could surrender, but that was limited by the rules. Not all hidden house and sect 

members wanted to die, and they couldn’t just stop them from surrendering, right? However, old Zhao 

was afraid that Lin Yi would give up as well, so he looked at Lin Yi when he spoke. 

But seeing Lin Yi’s calm face, he relaxed. It seemed that Lin Yi wouldn’t give up. That was good, as long 

as Lin Yi didn’t give up, he would die for sure. 

“Alright, the rules of this match are as such. If anyone is unwilling to enter the arena, they can 

immediately admit defeat and avoid danger!” Old Zhao said,”those who haven’t admitted defeat will 

draw lots in order. According to the order of drawing lots, the spirit beast confrontation competition will 

take place. There is no time limit for the competition. So if the competition can’t end today, we will 

continue tomorrow!” First, I will represent the Hidden House Zhao to withdraw. ” 

Elder Zhao’s withdrawal startled everyone, but the Hidden House Yu’s elder Yu also spoke up,””Our 

hidden house Yu will also withdraw.” 

“Hehe, we’re here to watch the fun, let’s just skip the extra match!” Old master Zhuang said. 



“Our hidden you family should also withdraw …” Old man you said lightly. Although Yu Dake had 

returned to the hidden you family, he didn’t play anymore with the excuse that his injury hadn’t fully 

recovered. 

Old master you didn’t suspect anything. He just checked Yu Dake’s injury and found that it was indeed 

cured by the small reversion pill and Qi circulation pill. There were still some medicinal properties in his 

body that hadn’t been refined, so he didn’t suspect anything wrong with Yu Dake. 

The Hidden House of you had no lack of Masters, but an Earth Class mid phase had just taken a pill and 

returned to the Hidden House of you-old man you had no reason to refuse. 

“Although it’s a little embarrassing to withdraw, our hidden tang family … Should also give up!” Elder 

Tang said with a smile. 

Lin Yi’s eyes narrowed. He didn’t think that so many hidden houses would withdraw from the last round. 

This was double the bet, didn’t they want it? However, their actions also gave Lin Yi an alarm. 

It seemed that the last round of the competition was not with good intentions. It seemed that these 

people already knew the difficulty of the last round, so they chose to withdraw! 

With that, only the GaN mountain sect, golden clock sect, Fire Wolf Gang, hidden house Pi were left, and 

the Hidden House han that Lin Yi represented. It was like half of them had backed out all of a sudden, 

and this was unprecedented in the previous matches. 

“Alright, since that’s the case, the remaining five will draw lots to decide the order!” Old Zhao said. 

Under old Zhao’s arrangement, the five houses came up to draw at once, and the order was revealed. 

First was the Hidden House Pi, then the fire Wolf Gang, the Golden Bell sect, the Hidden House han, and 

the GaN mountain sect! The GaN mountain sect was in last place. Lin Yi didn’t know if it was a 

coincidence or if they did something to it, but he didn’t care about the details. 

After the order was decided, everyone walked out of the meeting hall together and headed to the 

martial arts practice field behind the meeting hall! At this moment, the martial arts practice field had 

already been properly set up. There was a huge metal cage with a strange spirit beast inside! 

This spirit beast looked like a Qilin beast, but it wasn’t exactly a Qilin beast. It had a single horn on its 

head, and it looked like a hybrid of a single-horned Pegasus and a Qilin beast. It was most likely to be 

called a David’s deer. 

“May the first participant, hidden house Pi’s disciple, please come up to the cage and have gate master 

wo send him in!” Old Zhao said,”of course, once you enter the cage, it means that life and death are up 

to fate. Although you can admit defeat in the cage, there is no guarantee that you won’t be attacked by 

the purple lightning Beast before you leave the cage. So, please be mentally prepared. You can also 

admit defeat before entering the cage.” (To be continued.) 

 


